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TiCl4-promoted Condensation of Methyl 

Acetoacetate, Isobutyraldehyde, and Indole:  

A Theoretical and Experimental Study 

Andrea Renzetti,*a† Alessandro Marrone,*b† Stéphane Gérard,c Janos Sapi,c 
Hiroshi Nakazawa,a Nazzareno Re,b and Antonella Fontanab 

The mechanism of the TiCl4-promoted condensation of methyl acetoacetate, isobutyraldehyde, 
and indole was studied by a combination of theoretical and experimental techniques. The 
energy profile of plausible reaction paths was evaluated by DFT calculations, and various 
reaction intermediates were isolated or observed in solution by NMR spectroscopy. Theoretical 
and experimental results indicate that the reaction proceeds in three steps, all promoted by 
titanium: 1) formation of the enolate ion of methyl acetoacetate, 2) Knoevenagel condensation 
of enolate ion and aldehyde, and 3) Michael addition of indole to the Knoevenagel adduct. The 
study sheds light on the role of titanium in the reaction, providing a mechanistic model for 
analogous reactions. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Multicomponent reactions are reactions where three or more 
molecules react to form a single product.1-3 Due to the high 
atom economy and the large (≥3) number of molecules 
involved, multicomponent reactions afford compounds with 
complex structure. They are widely used in combinatorial 
chemistry to synthesize libraries of compounds having a 
common scaffold.4,5 They are also increasingly used in 
diversity-oriented synthesis to generate compounds with high 
structural diversity.6-8 In this context, we have previously 
reported a TiCl4-promoted trimolecular condensation of 
aromatic heterocycles, aldehydes, and carbonyl derivatives to 
afford polyfunctionalized heterocycles (Scheme 1).9,10 The 
reaction likely takes place in three steps: (1) Formation of the 
enolate ion, (2) Knoevenagel condensation of enolate ion and 
aldehyde, and (3) Michael addition of heterocycle to the 
Knoevenagel adduct. We have previously investigated the 
mechanism of steps (1) and (2) for the reaction of dimethyl 
malonate and three aldehydes (formaldehyde, isobutyraldehyde, 
and benzaldehyde) by a theoretical and experimental 
approach.11 In this paper, the same approach was used to study 
the mechanism of steps (1)−(3) for the reaction of methyl 
acetoacetate, isobutyraldehyde, and indole (Scheme 2). The 
goal of this work was to gain an insight into the mechanism of 
the entire trimolecular process, with particular regard to the 
Michael addition of step (3). Although the use of Ti(IV) in 
Michael-type reactions has been known for almost forty years12 

with important applications in organic synthesis,13-31 the 
number of mechanistic studies on such reactions is limited.18-

23,32-39 This study might contribute to elucidate the trimolecular 
reaction as well as analogous reactions involving different 
substrates. 
 

 

Scheme 1. TiCl4-promoted trimolecular condensation. 

 
 
 
 

 

Scheme 2. Mechanism of TiCl4-promoted trimolecular condensation 
investigated in this work. 
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Results and Discussion 

Formation of enolate ion 

Experimental evidence. In agreement with previous evidence on 
the enolate of β-diesters,11 β-phosphonoacetates,40 and α-
alkoxyketones,41 NMR spectroscopic studies confirmed the 
following results: (i) the formation of methyl 
acetoacetate−TiCl4 complex upon addition of 1 molar 
equivalent of TiCl4 to a solution of β-ketoester (Figure 1, 
compare spectra a and b; Table S1, check the change in 
chemical shift of α-carbon signal); (ii) the formation of an O-
titanium enolate upon addition of 1 molar equivalent of 
triethylamine (Figure 1c and Table S1, check the change in 
chemical shift, multiplicity, and J value of α-carbon signal); 
and (iii) the tautomerization of enolate to the deuterated ester 
on quenching with a solution of DCl in D2O. We further 
investigated the methyl acetoacetate−TiCl4 complex to 
elucidate its structure in solution. The corresponding Job's 
plot42-45 shows a maximum at χTiCl4 = 0.503 (Figure 2). This 
result indicates that the complex has a 1:1 stoichiometry at the 
investigated concentration46,47 and temperature,48 analogously 
to the diethyl malonate−TiCl4 complex.11 

 

 
 

Figure 1. 13C NMR spectra of methyl acetoacetate a) pure; b) after addition of 
TiCl4 (1.0 equiv); c) after addition of TiCl4 (1.0 equiv) and Et3N (1.0 equiv) 
(solvent: CD2Cl2, T = 25 °C). 

 

 

Figure 2. Job’s plot for the complex methyl acetoacetate−TiCl4 
(∆δ = chemical shift variation of the Hα in the 1H NMR spectrum, 
χAcAcOMe = molar fraction of methyl acetoacetate, χTiCl4 = molar fraction 
of TiCl4, [methyl acetoacetate] + [TiCl4] = 0.83 M, solvent: CDCl3, T = 25 °C). 

Theoretical calculations. The formation of titanium enolate 
was investigated by DFT approach. Based on evidence above as 
well as previous investigation on β-ketoesters48 and β-
diesters,49 we assumed the formation of a 1:1 complex between 
methyl acetoacetate and TiCl4 in which both carbonyl groups 
are coordinated to metal (complex 1a in Chart 1). Bi-coordinated 
complex 1b and mono-coordinated complexes 1c and 1d were 
all detected ~6 kcal mol−1  higher  in energy than 1a, which is 
thus predominant in CH2Cl2. Deprotonation of 1a may lead to 
the formation of either the anionic tetrachlorotitanium enolate 2 
(Scheme 3, step I) or the neutral trichlorotitanium enolate 2’ if a 
chloride ion dissociates from metal (Scheme 3, step I’). 
Calculated free energies for the formation of titanium enolates 
2 and 2’ in dichloromethane are −19.6 and −9.4 kcal mol−1, 
respectively. The anionic complex 2 is thermodynamically 
favored over the neutral complex 2’, probably due to the energy 
required for chloride dissociation in the latter case. These 
results indicate that deprotonation of complex 1a is complete 
and occurs through step I, affording titanium enolate 2. 
Analysis of the atomic charge distribution showed that the 
negative charge of 2 is delocalized over the six-membered 
metallacycle (Table S2). The metal and ketone charge basins of 
2 host each about 30% of negative charge, with the remaining 
40% being placed on α-carbon and ester.50 Charge 
delocalization of 2 is consistent with hybridization change from 
sp3 to sp2 on passing from ester to enolate observed by 13C 
NMR spectroscopy (Table S1).  
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Chart 1. Possible structures for a 1:1 complex methyl acetoacetate−TiCl4. 
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Scheme 3. Formation of titanium enolates of methyl acetoacetate. 

Knoevenagel condensation 

Theoretical calculations. The Knoevenagel condensation 
between isobutyraldehyde and methyl acetoacetate was 
theoretically investigated by assuming the same reaction 
mechanism reported for the condensation of isobutyraldehyde 
and dimethyl malonate (Scheme 4).11 Isobutyraldehyde reacts 
with anionic titanium enolate 2 by replacing one of the carbonyl 
groups of acetoacetate in the titanium coordination. Two paths 
are possible depending on which carbonyl group (i.e., the ester 
or the ketone) is replaced by aldehyde (Scheme 4, steps 
II.1−V.1 and II.2−V.2, respectively). 

b) 

0 40 

c) 

a) 

δ [ppm] 

0.503 ← 
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Scheme 4. Steps of the Knoevenagel condensation investigated in this work.

 
The aldol reaction III leads to the formation of two six-
membered metallacycles (4.1 and 4.2). Each of them has two 
stereogenic centers, so eight stereoisomers (four pairs of 
enantiomers) may be formed in this process (Chart S1). 
Because two enantiomers in the same conformation have the 
same energy, calculations were restricted to fours stereoisomers 
(Chart S1). In the following elimination step IV, the approach 
of base to Cα is sterically favored when the geometry of 4 
places the isopropyl group and the Cα–H on different sides of 
the metallacycle plane. Based on the model of this reaction and 
of analogous asymmetric aldol reactions,51 only two 
stereoisomers [(2R,3S)-4.1 and (2S,3S)-4.2, arrowed in Chart 
S1)] were considered in calculations of step IV. 
An alternative mechanism for the Knoevenagel condensation 
involves the coordination of aldehyde to the neutral titanium 
enolate 2’, followed by attack of the Cα of enolate to the 
carbonyl carbon of aldehyde to afford a metallabicyclic 
intermediate. However, this mechanism was excluded because 
it has been shown to be kinetically disfavored in the 
condensation of dimethyl malonate.11  
Theoretical calculations indicate that the overall condensation 
of methyl acetoacetate and isobutyraldehyde is a highly favored 
process, with reaction free energies of −19.3 and −14.5 kcal 
mol−1 for the formation of 6.1 and 6.2, respectively (Table 1). 
Moreover, the Z isomer of the free adduct is thermodynamically 
more stable than the E by 4.7 kcal mol−1, in agreement with the 
experimentally determined E/Z ratio of 1:1.5 (vide infra). 
Consistently with previous results,11 calculations also suggest 
that the Knoevenagel condensation is thermodynamically 
controlled, as evidenced by the small activation enthalpies 
calculated for steps III.1, III.2, IV.1, and IV.2 (Table 1). 
 
Experimental evidence. Theoretical calculations are in 
agreement with experimental evidence. The Knoevenagel 
adduct K of methyl acetoacetate and isobutyraldehyde was 
synthesized under the reaction conditions of trimolecular 
condensation (i.e., in the presence of 1 equivalent of TiCl4 and 
1 equivalent of Et3N in CH2Cl2 at 0 °C for 3 h).52 K was 
isolated in 60% yield as a mixture of E/Z isomers in 1:1.5 ratio 
according to 1H NMR analysis. The same result was obtained 
when the reaction was performed at room temperature, 

Table 1. Reaction enthalpies and free energies, and activation 
enthalpies calculated for the Knoevenagel condensation in CH2Cl2. 
Values in kcal mol–1. 

step ∆H ∆G ∆H‡ 

I −20.1 −19.6 n.d.[a] 

II.1 7.5 19.3 n.d.[a] 
II.2 19.9 31.1 n.d.[a] 

III.1 −1.2 0.5 17.6 
III.2 −17.6 −18.0 8.5 

IV.1 −13.1 −16.7 12.1 
IV.2 0.3 3.8 18.0 

V.1 −2.3 −2.8 n.d.[a] 
V.2 −11.3 −11.9 n.d.[a] 

overall 1 −29.2 −19.3 n.d.[a] 
overall 2 −28.9 −14.5 n.d.[a] 

[a] n.d. = not determined. 
 

indicating that the reaction at 0 °C is also thermodynamically 
controlled. The two isomers were separated by column 
chromatography (see Experimental Section). Both (E)-K and 
(Z)-K isomerized in CDCl3 solution affording the same mixture 
of E/Z isomers in 1:1.5 ratio. Isomerization took place 
spontaneously over a three-month period, and proved to be 
base-promoted. In the presence of 1 equivalent of Et3N in 
CDCl3 at 20 °C, isomerization E�Z reached equilibrium after 
about 12 h (Figure S1). 

Michael addition 

Theoretical calculations. Mechanistic model. The Michael 
reaction between indole and Knoevenagel adduct 6 derived 
from methyl acetoacetate and isobutyraldehyde was 
theoretically investigated by DFT calculations. We considered 
two paths for the mechanism (Scheme 5): A (VI-VII-VIII.1-
IX.1) and B (VI-VII-VIII.2-IX.2), leading to the same final 
product 10. Path A includes the following steps: 
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Scheme 5. Mechanism of the Michael reaction between 6 and indole.

VI) Nucleophilic addition of indole to the Knoevenagel
adduct−TiOCl2 complex 6, leading to the formation of 
intermediate 7, VII) deprotonation of 7 by Et3N to restore the 
full aromaticity of indole53,54 and generate the anionic 
intermediate 8, VIII.1) protonation of the α-carbon of 8 by 
Et3NH+ to yield the neutral complex 9.1, and IX.1) dissociation 
of TiOCl2 to generate the condensation product 10. In path B, 
the last two steps are inverted: firstly, 8 loses titanium 
generating the free enolate 9.2 (step VIII.2), then it is 
protonated to yield 10 (step IX.2). 
Paths A and B, although affording the same final product 10, 
may have a different stereochemical outcome in principle. If 
reaction follows path A, both stereogenic centers of titanium 
and Cβ in 8 may induce chirality in the new stereocenter of Cα 
in 9.1. If path B is followed, chirality can be only induced by 
Cβ, because metal is removed before protonation. 
Reaction of unchelated complexes 5.1 and 5.2 with indole was 
found to be kinetically unfeasible due to the electron-rich 
nature of complexes. This result allowed to rule out the 
formation of unchelated species in the following steps.   
Michael addition starts with the attack of indole on 
Knoevenagel adduct−TiOCl2 complex 6 (Scheme 5, step VI). 
The attack of C3 of indole on Cβ of 6 can occur on both sides of 
the double bond plane. For each side, several orientations of 
indole with respect to the Knoevenagel adduct are possible in 
principle. Calculations showed that the only allowed 
orientations, leading to local minima of the potential energy 
surface, are those where the N–H group of indole is oriented 
towards the metal (mod1_1 and mod2_1 in Scheme 6). These 
results indicate that the N−H group of indole donates a 
hydrogen bond to the oxygen atom or to the chlorine atoms of 
the titanyl group, so that indole and the Knoevenagel adduct 
form a non-covalent adduct (RA1) before reacting. Other 
orientations of attack, where the N−H group of indole points far 
away from titanium ligands (for example mod1_2 and mod2_2 
in Scheme 6), are unfavored as they are not stabilized by 
hydrogen bonds. Therefore, only the former two orientations of 

attack were considered. The Knoevenagel adduct 6 has one 
stereogenic center on titanium and a C=C bond with two 
possible configurations (E and Z), so four stereoisomers can be 
drawn for this compound (Scheme 7). 
 

 

Scheme 6. Possible orientations of indole attack on 6. 

 
 

 

Scheme 7. Configurations and Newman projections for the stereoisomers of 6. 
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Each of them can be attacked by indole on both sides with 
creation of two new stereogenic centers (Scheme 5). However, 
one of them is lost in step VII, so only four stereoisomers of 
product 8 are obtained (Scheme 5). In steps VI and VII, 
(D,E)/(L,Z) and (D,Z)/(L,E) couples of adduct 6 generate the 
same stereoisomers of 8. Therefore, only the former couple of 
isomers was considered in calculations (Scheme S1). In step 
VIII.1, each of the four stereoisomers of 8 can be protonated on 
both sides of the enolate double bond plane, so eight reactions 
are possible for this step. Compound 9.1 has three stereogenic 
centers and is formed as a mixture of eight stereoisomers (four 
couples of enantiomers, Scheme S2). However, after removal 
of titanium from the reaction mixture by acidic work-up (step 
IX.1), one stereogenic center is lost, so in the end only four 
stereoisomers of the condensation product 10 are obtained. 
 
Thermodynamics. Free energy profiles of steps VI-VIII.1 
(Figure 3) almost parallel the corresponding enthalpy profiles 
(Figure 4). Therefore, the former were used to analyze the 
thermodynamics of these steps. In all cases, step VI resulted to 
be endoergonic (∆G = 11−13 kcal mol−1), due to the loss of 
indole aromaticity. The narrow range of free energy values 
indicates no neat preference for the attack of indole on the O-
side (red path) or the Cl-side (blue path) of the adduct. On the 
contrary, step VII is highly exoergonic (∆G = −27 to −33 kcal 
mol−1), as it involves the restoration of indole aromaticity. 
Overall, steps VI and VII lead to the highly stable enolate 8 
whose formation is accompanied by a large free energy gain of 
15−21 kcal mol−1. Analysis of the atomic charge distribution 
indicates that about 45% of the negative charge in 8 is 
delocalized on the metal fragment TiOCl2 (Table S3). 
Therefore, the stability of enolate 8 is likely due to the electron-
withdrawing effect of titanium, which delocalizes the negative 
charge of the β-ketoester group to the metallacycle. This result 
is in line with the stability of the negatively charged methyl 
acetoacetate enolate ion−Ti(IV) complex (2). 
In Scheme 5, we assumed step VIII.1 takes place by direct 
protonation of the Cα of 8 by the Et3NH+ ion. However, 
delocalization of negative charge of 8 to the metal fragment 
suggests that protonation of 8 occurs on titanyl oxygen, not on 
Cα. For the same reason, protonation of enolate oxygens of 8 
can be ruled out. Accordingly, we considered an alternative 
model where reaction 8→9.1 takes place in two steps (Scheme 
8): VIII.1a) protonation of titanyl oxygen, and VIII.1b) 
intramolecular proton transfer from titanyl oxygen to Cα. 
Nevertheless, according to the new model, step VIII.1 is highly 
endoergonic (16−30 kcal mol−1), making the overall process 
6→9.1 highly unfavored (∆G = 25−28 kcal mol−1). These free 
energy values correspond to an equilibrium constant <<1, 
which is not in line with the 45% yield of 10 observed 
experimentally.9 This result indicates that the ammonium ion 
protonates only a small percentage of the enolate ion and 
suggests the participation of a stronger acid as the proton 
source. We concluded that protonation takes place in the 
aqueous phase during the final work-up by aqueous HCl. This 
hypothesis is reasonable as HCl is a much stronger acid than 
Et3NH+ ion. Unfortunately, the protonation of enolate ion in 
aqueous HCl could not be modelled by using molecular or 
pseudo-molecular models, at least at the level of theory used in 
this work. The problem with modelling this type of reaction is 
that the final work-up yields a complex, multi-phasic mixture 
whose effects are poorly described by implicit solvation model. 
Therefore, we studied the protonation of enolate in CH2Cl2 by 
replacing HCl with CF3COOH, a strong acid soluble in organic 

solvents. The acidity functions of 1 M HCl in water and 1 M 
CF3COOH in CH2Cl2 are −0.255 and −1.6,56  respectively. Thus, 
both compounds behave as strong acids and display comparable 
acidity in the respective solvents. Lower free energy values 
were obtained for step VIII.1 by using CF3COOH in the place 
of Et3NH+ ion. However, the use of CF3COOH still led to 
positive ∆G values (9−10 kcal mol−1) for the reaction 6→9.1. 
These results indicate that in the absence of a final aqueous 
work-up, both Cα protonation and metal dissociation are 
hampered. Consequently, the Michael reaction in 
dichloromethane is stopped at the formation of stable 
intermediate 8. 
 

 

Figure 3. Calculated free energy profiles for the Michael reaction of (D,E)-6 
and (L,Z)-6 in dichloromethane. Two reaction paths are reported: red-magenta 
and blue-violet, corresponding to O-side and Cl-side attack, respectively. 

 

Kinetics. Step VI is slow, with activation enthalpies in the range 
of 12−16 kcal mol−1 (Figure 4), whereas step VII, involving the 
restoration of indole aromaticity, was found to be essentially 
barrierless, with activation enthalpies close to zero and within 
the range of computational error (1−2 kcal mol−1).57 For both 
(D,E)-6 and (L,Z)-6 adducts the attack of indole on the O-side 
(red path) is kinetically favored over the attack on the Cl-side 
(blue path), as indicated by the corresponding enthalpy barriers 
(14.2 vs 15.4 and 12.7 vs 14.3 kcal mol−1, respectively). 
Because step VII is highly exoergonic and almost barrierless, 7 
is converted into 8 irreversibly as soon as it is formed. It ensues 
that the formation of 8, as well as the involved stereochemistry, 
is under kinetic control. Based on this model, we used the 
activation enthalpies of step VI to calculate the diastereomeric 
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excess (d.e.) of 8, which is a mixture of two pairs of 
enantiomers: L,S/D,R and L,R/D,S (see Supplementary 
Information). The d.e. calculated for 8 is 22%. This value is 
higher than that observed for the mixture of Knoevenagel 
adducts (Z)-K and (E)-K (20%), and shows how the 
preferential attack of indole on the O-side induces a slight 
increase in the diasteromeric yield of 8. The result also 
indicates that the high (>90%) d.e. observed in the final product 
109 is likely generated in the final reaction work-up, when the 
enolate is protonated on Cα.  
 

Calculations for path A. Step VIII.1 involves protonation of 
titanyl oxygen followed by intramolecular proton transfer from 
oxygen to Cα (Scheme 8). Because proton comes from titanyl 
group, it may only attack one side of the Cα sp

2 plane, thus 
making step VIII.1 stereospecific. Hence, starting from two 
pairs of enantiomers of 8 (D,S/L,R and D,R/L,S), step VIII.1 
only affords two pairs of enantiomers of 9.1, i.e. D,S,S/L,R,R 
and D,R,S/L,S,R (Schemes 5 and 8). Calculations performed on 
a reduced model (Chart S2) indicated that protonation of titanyl 
oxygen (step VIII.1a) is much faster than intramolecular proton 
transfer (step VIII.1b) (∆H‡ = 5.8 and 18−22 kcal mol−1, 
respectively). Therefore, proton transfer VIII.1b is the rate-
limiting step for the reaction 8→9.1. This finding is in line with 
the well-established evidence that the slow step in keto-enol 
tautomerization reactions (both base- and acid-catalyzed) is the 
proton transfer from or to the Cα, as it involves a reorganization 
of Cα hybridization.58 Step VIII.1 turned out to be the rate-
determining step of the overall reaction 6→9.1, with activation 
enthalpies of 18−23 kcal mol−1 (Figure 4).59 Assuming a kinetic 
control (short reaction time) and 100% yield for step VIII.1, the 
d.e. of 9.1 can be calculated analogously to 8. Although step 
VIII.1 is endoergonic in dichloromethane, it is expected to be 
spontaneous and complete in aqueous HCl, despite HCl being a 
weaker acid than CF3COOH in CH2Cl2, due to the high 
oxophilicity of titanyl group.60-63 Calculations indicate that the 
d.e. increases from 22 to 99% on passing from 8 to 9.1, with the 
D,R,S/L,S,R pair being widely prevalent (see Supplementary 
Information). 
  

 

Scheme 8. Two-step mechanism for the reaction 8→9.1. I = 1H-indol-3-yl. 

 
Calculations for path B. In path B, dissociation of TiOCl2 from 
8 affords the free enolate 9.2 (Scheme 5, step VIII.2). 9.2 is 
protonated into enol, which eventually tautomerizes to the keto 
form 10 (Scheme 5, step IX.2). If reaction follows path B, the 
high d.e. observed for product 10 can be explained in two ways. 
One possibility is that the stereogenic center on Cβ of 9.2 
induces chirality on the Cα. Another possibility is that 
distereoselectivity is induced by crystallization.64,65 The 
condensation product bears an enolizable hydrogen on the α-
carbon, so the two diastereomers may interconvert via 
enolization. If one diastereomer crystallizes, it is subtracted 
from the reaction mixture, and the interconversion equilibrium 
is continuously displaced towards the crystalline form until the 
whole compound is present as one pure diastereomer 
(crystallization-induced diastereoselectivity). Based on this 

model, diastereoselectivity is due to the intrinsic solubility 
properties of the product, and is not controlled by the chirality 
of other centers in the molecule. The hypothesis of 
diastereomeric interconversion is supported by the evidence 
that some active methylene compounds such as α-
nitroketones66 have an enantiomerization barrier low enough to 
allow a rapid inversion of their stereogenic center at room 
temperature. Crystallization-induced asymmetric transfor-
mation of covalent diastereomers has been reported in several 
reactions,67,68 including multicomponent reactions.69,70 To 
verify this hypothesis, the kinetic barrier for the α-carbon 
epimerization of 10 in CHCl3 catalyzed by Et3N was 
theoretically estimated. We assumed the epimerization consists 
of an initial α-carbon deprotonation, yielding the corresponding 
enolate, followed by reprotonation (Scheme 9). Under such 
conditions, deprotonation is expected to be rate determining. 
Calculations indicated an activation enthalpy of 16 kcal mol–1 
for the Et3N-catalyzed deprotonation of 10. This value indicates 
a reasonably low kinetic barrier at room temperature, providing 
evidence for a crystallization-induced asymmetric 
transformation of the final product. 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4. Calculated enthalpy profiles for the Michael reaction of indole with 
(D,E)-6 and (L,Z)-6 in dichloromethane. Two reaction paths are reported: red-
magenta and blue-violet, corresponding to O-side and Cl-side attack, respectively. 
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Scheme 9. Et3N-catalyzed α-carbon epimerization of 10. 

 

Experimental evidence. Formation and reaction of 6.1 and 6.2. 
The Knoevenagel condensation of methyl acetoacetate and 
isobutyraldehyde was performed in the presence of 1 equiv of 
TiCl4 and 1 equiv of Et3N in CH2Cl2 at 0 °C. After 3 h, addition 
of 2 equiv of AgOTf (chloride scavenger) resulted into 
quantitative precipitation of AgCl, whose identity was 
confirmed by the qualitative test of solubilization with conc. aq. 
NH4OH. This observation indicates the dissociation of two 
chloride ions from titanium during the Knovenagel 
condensation, and is therefore indirect evidence for the 
formation of  adducts 6.1 and 6.2.  
In another experiment, we performed the trimolecular 
condensation of indole, isobutyraldehyde, and methyl 
acetoacetate in the presence 2 equiv of AgOTf (see Supporting 
Information). The scavenger was added to the reaction mixture 
after completion of Knoevenagel condensation and before 
addition of indole, so as to evaluate the scavenger influence on 
the Michael reaction only. Under such conditions, the 
condensation product 10 was isolated in 18% yield. This yield 
is lower than that obtained in the absence of scavenger (45%),9 
possibly due to complexation of silver ion by indole.71-73 
Nevertheless, the formation of 10 in the presence of chloride 
scavenger suggests that 6.1 and 6.2 are intermediates in the 
trimolecular condensation.71 

 

Formation of 8 and 9. Attempts to trap enolate ion 8 by 
methylation or benzylation using an excess (2 equiv) of methyl 
iodide or benzyl bromide were unsuccessful, presumably due to 
the complexity of reaction mixture. However, Et3N-catalyzed 
epimerization of the pure diastereomer (2R*,3S*)-10 in CDCl3 

was observed by 1H NMR spectroscopy. This result provides 
evidence for the formation of free enolate 9 and – indirectly – 
for its precursor 8, which is the stable form of 9 in the presence 
of Ti(IV).  

Conclusions 

The titanium-promoted trimolecular condensation of methyl 
acetoacetate, isobutyraldehyde, and indole was studied by a 
theoretical and experimental approach. The study revealed that 
titanium plays a key role in the reaction: 1) it increases the 
acidity of active methylene compound, allowing the easy 
generation of the active species (enolate); 2) it coordinates both 
enolate and aldehyde, promoting the aldol condensation; 3) it 
favors the intramolecular elimination of titanyl group with 
generation of the Knoevenagel adduct; 4) it increases the 
electrophilicity of Knoevenagel adduct by complexation; 5) it 
orientates the attack of indole at Cβ of the Knoevenagel adduct 
by favoring the formation of hydrogen bonds between the 
indole N–H group and the titanium ligands; and 6) it stabilizes 
the anionic intermediate 8 by electronic delocalization towards 
metal ligands. In terms of electronic structure, the promoting 
effect of Ti(IV) can be ascribed to its electron-poor nature. The 
d0 configuration and the large positive charge of Ti(IV) make 
this Lewis acid hard, and as such highly oxophilic.74 The high 
diastereoselectivity of the trimolecular reaction is likely 

induced by crystallization after final work-up with aqueous 
HCl. This study shed light on the mechanism of the 
trimolecular condensation and the role of metal in reaction 
regio- and stereochemistry, providing a model for the 
interpretation of analogous reactions.  
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